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Abstract: Although studies of Type A behavior ceased in the early 1990s because of failures to replicate its connections with heart disease, the Type A behavior pattern of speed, impatience, perfectionism, drivenness, and hostility may nevertheless be important in understanding individual differences in the subjective quality of life. The present study tested the hypothesis that Type A behavior undermines the enjoyment of leisure time and that this detrimental effect is mediated by savoring responses that hamper enjoyment. Confirming hypotheses, analysis of self-report survey data (N = 764) revealed that: (a) higher levels of Type A impatience in social situations predicted significantly less vacation enjoyment; (b) social impatience predicted significantly lower levels of memory building and counting blessings, and higher levels of kill-joy thinking, as savoring responses to vacation experiences, which in turn predicted less enjoyment; and (c) variations in these three savoring responses significantly mediated the link between Type A impatience and enjoyment, and together explained 85% of the total effect of impatience on vacation enjoyment. Furthermore, Type A impatience significantly predicted kill-joy thoughts about how one’s vacation could have been better, but not kill-joy thoughts about other things one should be doing instead of vacationing, suggesting that A-B differences in dampening savoring responses reflect differences in perfectionism rather than time urgency. Finally, temporal awareness moderated the detrimental impact of Type A impatience on enjoyment, by weakening the negative relationship between impatience and enjoyment. Clearly, Type A behavior has implications for understanding the quality, if not the quantity, of people’s lives.
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1. Introduction
During the late 1950s, cardiologists (Friedman & Rosenman, 1959) first proposed that behavior patterns of speed, impatience, perfectionism, drivenness, and hostility increased individuals’ vulnerability to heart disease. During the early 1970s, theorists (e.g., Friedman & Rosenman, 1974) labeled this constellation of traits associated with coronary disease “Type A behavior,” and distinguished it from an oppositional counterpart termed “Type B behavior,” reflecting a relaxed, easy-going, slower-paced lifestyle. For the next two decades, evidence accumulated linking Type A behavior to an increased risk of coronary artery heart disease (e.g., Haynes, Feinleib, & Kannel, 1980). However, later research (e.g., Ragland & Brand, 1988) and subsequent meta-analyses (e.g., Myrtek, 2001) failed to support the association between Type A behavior and heart disease. As a result, work on Type A behavior effectively ended in the early 1990s, and since then little empirical work has examined this construct (Samuel & McClure, 2002).
Yet, even if Type A behavior is unrelated to morbidity or mortality, this behavior pattern may still be important because of its potential effect on the subjective quality of people’s lives and their levels of enjoyment in response to positive experiences (Bryant & Yarnold, 1990). Along these lines, theorists have argued that Type A behavior undermines subjective wellbeing and erodes one’s capacity to enjoy life (Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). For example, Friedman and Ulmer (1984) describe Type A behavior as “a continuous struggle, and unremitting attempt to accomplish or achieve more and more things or participate in more and more events in less and less time, frequently in the face of opposition—real or imagined—from other persons” (p. 31). Accordingly, the present study investigated differences in the ways that Type As and Type Bs react to the positive experiences that vacations provide and how these differences ultimately impact the extent to which individuals enjoy their vacations.

A vacation experience, and leisure more broadly, is a dynamic, multiphasic process rather than a static outcome (Clawson & Knetsch, 1966; Madrigal, 2003; Stewart, 1998). As leisure experiences unfold, antecedent goals and affective expectations shape ongoing appraisal-dependent emotional reactions, which in turn shape proximal satisfaction, enjoyment, summary judgments, and future expectations (Madrigal, 2003). In addition, motives, expectations, and preferences shift over time during leisure experiences (Hultsman, 1998; Stewart & Hull, 1992). As a form of leisure, a vacation may even be conceived as an emerging state of mind rather than as an event, and “as a sequence of transactions between individuals and their environments, as personal stories with temporal and spatial qualities” (Stewart, 1998, p. 391). Moreover, the experience of any given day of one’s vacation may powerfully shape the experience of subsequent days (Hultsman, 1998).

Along these lines, Clawson (1963) proposed five non-mutually exclusive, sequential phases of leisure experiences, including anticipation and planning, travel to the site, on-site activity, travel from the site, and recollection of the activity. Adopting this theoretical orientation with respect to vacations, we would expect future-focused savoring through anticipation to occur in the initial two stages, present-focused savoring of the moment to occur in the third stage, and past-focused savoring through reminiscence to occur primarily in the final two stages (see Clawson, 1963; Hultsman, 1998; Stewart & Hull, 1992).

Although savoring processes, like leisure experiences, unfold over time, the essence of savoring always occurs in the here and now, as people savor the positive feelings they have either when looking ahead, looking back, or enjoying the moment (Bryant & Veroff, 2007). And savoring these feelings takes time. For instance, when people are told to savor an experience, their dominant response is to slow down and try to make the moment last longer (Bryant & Veroff, 2007). Type As’ high levels of time urgency (e.g., Friedman & Ulmer, 1984), however, suggest that these individuals have a low capacity to slow down and savor positive feelings. This decreased ability to savor a vacation experience could have negative consequences for Type As’ wellbeing. People’s beliefs about their ability to savor a vacation were positively related to their reported health and wellbeing during a long vacation, and furthermore, savoring beliefs continued to predict greater health and wellbeing one month after the vacation (De Bloom, Geurts, & Kompier, 2012).

The present research is predicated on the assumption that Type A behavior reduces the enjoyment of leisure experiences, and that this relationship is mediated by savoring responses, or behaviors and cognitions in which people engage during positive experiences to regulate positive feelings (Bryant, 2003; Bryant, Chadwick, & Kluwe, 2011; Bryant & Veroff, 2007). Compared to Type Bs, Type As may react to positive events in ways that dampen enjoyment. This emphasis on the mechanisms through which Type A behavior may influence positive
experience is consistent with past recommendations that research on Type A behavior should focus more on processes and less exclusively on outcomes in studying its associations with subjective well-being (Bryant & Yarnold, 1990).

1.1 Type A behavior and subjective well-being
As noted above, the Type A behavior pattern is characterized by achievement-orientation, hard-driving competitiveness, speed, impatience, and aggressiveness—behaviors that may occur as a result of attempts to control stressful environments (Glass, 1977) or to reduce uncertainty about personal abilities in response to situational demands (Strube, 1987). Of particular interest in the present study is the Type A component of time urgency (i.e., “hurry sickness;” Friedman & Ulmer, 1984; Mueser, Yarnold, & Bryant, 1987), which compels Type As to move rapidly from situation to situation in pursuit of instrumental goals. As Friedman (1996) has argued, “Time urgency is…the major overt Type A behavior (TAB) component” (p. 25).

In the context of vacation enjoyment, time urgency might make it harder for Type As to “stop and smell the roses,” live in the moment, and fully savor positive experiences (Bryant & Veroff, 2007; Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). Reviewing the literature on happiness, Myers (1992) concluded, “The essence of happiness is pausing to savor the gift of our present moments” (p. 203). Savoring positive experiences often involves prolonging or lingering in pleasant situations, which Type As may be less likely to do because of time urgency (Bryant & Veroff, 2007).

In fact, previous research suggests that Type As actually find relaxation and leisure activities stressful (Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). For instance, Type As show higher levels of adrenaline secretion and report greater distress during periods of inactivity compared to Type Bs, while Type Bs find work activities more stressful compared to Type As (Frankenhaeuser, Lundberg, & Forsman, 1980). Type As also spend less time engaging in leisure activities, compared to Type Bs (Kirkcaldy, Shephard, & Cooper, 1993).

Consistent with their tendency toward time urgency, Type As are also less likely to take time to recall memories and reflect on previous experiences (Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). Bryant, Yarnold, and Morgan (1991) found that Type As were less likely to actively store memories after a positive experience in order to recall them at a later time, while Type Bs were more likely to purposefully encode memories after a pleasant event in order to reminisce about them later. However, Type As and Type Bs did not differ in how frequently they reminisced or in the particular strategies they used to reminisce about positive memories (Bryant et al., 1991).

1.2 The multidimensionality of Type A behavior
Most prior studies of Type A behavior and subjective wellbeing have examined only global, total score measures of Type A behavior (Bryant & Yarnold, 1990; Strube, Berry, Goza, & Fennimore, 1985). However, there is strong evidence that Type A behavior is multidimensional and that analyzing only global total scores may produce misleading results (Bryant & Yarnold, 1989, 1995). In particular, using confirmatory factor analysis to examine the structure of responses to the most commonly used self-report measure of Type A behavior among college students—the Student Jenkins Activity Survey (SJAS; Glass, 1977)—Bryant and Yarnold (1989) concluded that a one-factor “total score” model provided a poor fit to the SJAS data, and that a three-factor model, consisting of correlated factors of Hard-driving Competitiveness, Rapid Eating, and Rapid Talking, best fit the data. Concerning the subjective quality of life, Hard-driving Competitiveness reflects an intensely ambitious achievement orientation that might inhibit the enjoyment of leisure activities, whereas Rapid Eating and Rapid Talking reflect a
frenetic impatience that might make it difficult to spend time savoring pleasant physical sensations or lingering in social conversations.

1.3 Savoring and Type A behavior

A central focus of the present study is on the construct of savoring as a process regulating enjoyment. Savoring, defined as the capacity “to attend to, appreciate, and enhance the positive experiences” in one’s life (Bryant & Veroff, 2007, p. 2), is also a multidimensional concept. Bryant and Veroff (2007) identified ten types of savoring responses, representing behaviors or cognitions in which people may engage when experiencing positive events: Sharing with Others, Memory Building, Self-Congratulation, Temporal Awareness, Behavioral Expression, Sensory-Perceptual Sharpening, Absorption, Comparing, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking.

When savoring a positive event, people attend to the experience and become mindfully aware of their positive feelings. However, time urgency is likely to divert people’s attention from ongoing positive experiences and thereby dampen savoring responses (Bryant & Veroff, 2007). Moreover, Type As may also be more likely to multitask in an effort to accomplish more tasks in less time (Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). Because multitasking divides attention simultaneously across multiple unfinished tasks, as a result Type As may be less able than Type Bs to attend to positive experiences and savor the moment (Bryant & Veroff, 2007).

The tendency of Type As not to actively store memories of positive events may also limit their savoring responses (Bryant et al., 1991). Memory building is not only related to later retrospective enjoyment, but may also lead to greater enjoyment in the present. People pay more attention to details of the experience when they are actively storing a memory of a positive event, and they may therefore enjoy and appreciate the ongoing event more fully. For these reasons, we hypothesized that impatience and time urgency, which are central components of Type A behavior, inhibit Type As’ savoring responses in response to positive events, which in turn dampens their enjoyment of positive experiences.

During positive experiences, Type As, compared to Type Bs, may also engage in more dampening “kill-joy” thoughts about unfinished work-related tasks they should be doing instead. Furthermore, Type As’ tendency toward perfectionism (Flett, Hewitt, Blankstein, & Dynin, 1994) may increase their tendency to focus on faults in positive experiences, thereby undermining enjoyment.

Finally, an awareness of the fleetingness of time, as manifest in the savoring response of temporal awareness, might influence Type As differently from Type Bs. For Type Bs, on the one hand, an awareness of the scarcity of time during a vacation might make the remaining time more enjoyable, by bringing “its positive qualities to the forefront of one’s attention along with a sense of motivation to make the most of it” (Kurtz, 2008, p. 1238). Given Type As’ higher levels of time urgency, on the other hand, temporal awareness during a vacation might undermine their enjoyment of the moment, by reminding them of the fleetingness of leisure time, which might be better used in pursuit of work-related goals. However, it is also conceivable that an awareness of the speed with which time is passing might make leisure time less stressful for Type As, by making them feel as if they will be back at work in no time at all, thereby reducing A-B differences in vacation enjoyment. For these reasons, we examined the savoring response of temporal awareness as a potential moderator of the relationship between Type A behavior (particularly Speed/Impatience) and enjoyment.
1.4 Current study

The goal of the current research was to determine whether savoring responses mediate the relationship between Type A behavior and level of vacation enjoyment. We chose to focus on vacation experiences for several reasons. First, vacations can boost positive affect and increase short-term happiness (Nawijn, 2011). As mentioned previously, however, extant research suggests that Type As compared to Type Bs may find vacations less enjoyable (e.g., Frankenhaeuser et al., 1980; Friedman & Ulmer, 1984; Kirkcaldy et al., 1993). In addition, vacations have an extended duration that allows people to use a variety of different savoring strategies across multiple positive experiences. People may also be more focused on the present moment during their vacations than during ordinary everyday life (Bryant & Veroff, 2007).

We expected that Type A behavior would be negatively associated with savoring responses that boost vacation enjoyment and positively associated with savoring responses that decrease vacation enjoyment. In particular, we tested five hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1: Higher Type A scores, specifically levels of Speed/Impatience, will predict lower reported levels of vacation enjoyment;

Hypothesis 2: Higher levels of Speed/Impatience will predict lower levels of amplifying savoring responses associated with enhanced enjoyment (such as Memory Building and Counting Blessings) and higher levels of dampening savoring responses associated with reduced enjoyment (such as Kill-joy Thinking);

Hypothesis 3: Amplifying savoring responses will predict higher levels of vacation enjoyment, and dampening savoring responses will predict lower levels of vacation enjoyment;

Hypothesis 4: Savoring responses will mediate the negative relationship between Type A behaviors of Speed/Impatience and vacation enjoyment; and

Hypothesis 5: The savoring response of temporal awareness will moderate the relationship between Type A behaviors of Speed/Impatience and vacation enjoyment. We expected that high levels of temporal awareness might either amplify or dampen the detrimental impact of time urgency on vacation enjoyment.

2. Method

2.1 Participants and procedures

A convenience sample of 764 undergraduates (613 females, 151 males) at a private metropolitan Midwestern university participated in this study as partial fulfillment of an introductory psychology course requirement. Although females were over-represented in this sample, no existing theory or consistent empirical evidence suggests that there are sex differences in the experience and expression of Type A behavior, particularly with respect to speed and impatience or hard-driving competitiveness. Participants were recruited to participate in a study about their thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in response to recent positive life events. Participants completed a series of questionnaires, including the Student Jenkins Activity Survey (SJAS; Glass, 1977), the Ways of Savoring Checklist (Bryant & Veroff, 2007), and a measure of Vacation Enjoyment. Participants were then thanked and debriefed.
2.2 Measures

2.2.1 Student Jenkins Activity Survey

The Student Jenkins Activity Survey (SJAS; Glass, 1977) is a 21-item measure designed to assess Type A behavior in college populations. The SJAS taps into three factors related to Type A behavior: Hard-driving Competitiveness, Rapid Talking, and Rapid Eating. The Hard-driving Competitiveness subscale ($\alpha = .72$) is comprised of 11 closed-ended items (e.g., “Do most people consider you to be: Definitely hard-driving and competitive, probably hard-driving and competitive, probably more relaxed and easy going, or definitely more relaxed and easy going?”). The Rapid Talking subscale (interitem correlation: $r = .32, p < .0001$) includes two items, and it is a measure of impatient social responding (“When you listen to someone talking, and this person takes too long to come to the point, do you feel like hurrying them along?” and “How often do you actually ‘put words into his mouth’ in order to speed things up?”). The Rapid Eating subscale (interitem correlation: $r = .43, p < .0001$) also consists of two items (“Ordinarily, how rapidly do you eat?” and “Has your spouse or some friend ever told you that you eat too fast?”).

In past research, SJAS total score and related subscales have shown acceptable internal consistency reliability and moderately to extremely high two-week test-retest stability (Yarnold & Mueser, 1989; Yarnold, Mueser, Grau, & Grimm, 1986). Supporting construct validity, SJAS scores correlate significantly with prospectively validated, objective measures of Type A behavior (Yarnold & Bryant, 1988; Yarnold & Mueser, 1989), predict behavioral differences among college students in studying and leisure activities (Ditto, 1982), and show discriminant validity in relation to measures of trait anxiety (Nielson & Dobson, 1980).

Given that the SJAS has been used only sporadically in the past two decades, however, the question naturally arises as to whether it remains a valid measure of Type A behavior. To address this issue, we compared data from the current study with previously published measurement models and mean scores from comparative samples of college students. First, confirmatory factor analyses revealed that the three-factor measurement model reported by Bryant and Yarnold (1989) provides an excellent goodness-of-fit to the SJAS responses of our sample, $\chi^2(87, N = 764) = 335.31$, RMSEA = .065, SRMR = .058, GFI = .94. Second, mean SJAS total scores in our sample were not significantly different from mean SJAS total scores in the 1987 normative sample (Yarnold, 1987), $t(4854) = 1.07$, $p = .284$, Cohen’s $d = 0.04$. Third, there were no significant differences between mean scores for the SJAS subscales for our sample and a sample of 1,609 undergraduates reported by Bryant and Yarnold (1995): Hard-Driving Competitiveness, $t(2371) = 1.23$, $p = .221$, $d = .05$; Rapid Eating, $t(2371) = 1.87$, $p = .062$, $d = .08$; or Rapid Talking, $t(2371) = 1.78$, $p = .075$, $d = .08$. Considered as a whole, the results of these three sets of analyses suggest that college students today respond to the SJAS items in the same ways college students did 15 to 25 years ago.

2.2.2 Ways of Savoring Checklist

The Ways of Savoring Checklist (WOSC; Bryant & Veroff, 2007) is a 60-item measure assessing types of savoring responses and strategies that the participants use during positive experiences. The WOSC consists of a series of statements reflecting “things that people might think or do while they are going through positive events.” Participants were asked to describe their most recent vacation and to complete a series of questions about how much they desired and enjoyed the experience. Participants then completed 60 items about the things they did or thought about during their vacation (e.g., “I thought about sharing the memory of this later...
with other people” and “I told myself why I didn’t deserve this good thing”). Participants indicated the degree to which each statement reflected what they thought and did during their last vacation on a seven-point scale (1 = definitely doesn’t apply and 7 = definitely applies).

Bryant and Veroff (2007) reported evidence of the reliability and construct validity of 10 WOSC subscales as indicators of savoring responses predictive of people’s enjoyment of positive events. These 10 WOSC subscales (and their reliabilities in the present sample) are presented in Table 2 (on page 9). Whereas Kill-joy Thinking may dampen positive experience, the other nine WOSC subscales (Sharing with Others, Memory Building, Self-congratulation, Temporal Awareness, Behavioral Expression, Sensory-perceptual Sharpening, Absorption, Comparing, Counting Blessings) reflect savoring responses that may amplify positive experience.

2.2.3 Vacation Enjoyment

The WOSC (Bryant & Veroff, 2007) includes a single-item measure of the level of enjoyment that we used as the primary dependent measure in the present study. Respondents were asked to think about the last time they went on a vacation and to indicate how much they had enjoyed their vacation (e.g., “When this event occurred, how much did you enjoy it?”). Participants reported their level of enjoyment on a seven-point scale (1 = very little and 7 = a great deal). Although not specifically designed to assess vacation enjoyment per se, this self-report question has been used extensively in research on the WOSC over many years, across many different positive events, and with many different samples (see Bryant & Veroff, 2007). Supporting the construct validity of this measure, additional data collected in the present sample for another project revealed that scores on this enjoyment item correlate positively with established measures of general happiness, positive affectivity, optimism, self-esteem, and perceived savoring capacity, and correlated negatively with symptoms of depression (|r|s > .10, ps < .01). Using this single-item retrospective measure combines the multiple temporal phases of vacation enjoyment into a global assessment of the overall subjective quality of the vacation experience, just as people are often asked to make global evaluative judgments of their life as a whole (Andrews & Withey, 1976). Although lacking the specificity and content validity of multidimensional measures of enjoyment (e.g., Kendzierski & Decarlo, 1991; Stevens, Moget, de Greef, Lemmink, & Rispens, 2000), such single-item measures are the most commonly used means in the research literature of assessing enjoyment (Smith, Harrison, & Bryant, in press).

3. Results

Analyses were conducted to test the hypothesis that savoring responses mediate the relation between Type A behaviors and vacation enjoyment. Following Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure for establishing mediation, the analyses were conducted in three steps: 1) test whether Type A behavior—particularly Speed/Impatience, assessed using the Rapid Talking or Rapid Eating subscales—significantly predicts lower vacation enjoyment (Hypothesis 1); 2) test whether Rapid Talking or Rapid Eating significantly predicts higher levels of amplifying savoring responses and lower levels of dampening savoring responses (Hypothesis 2); and 3) test whether savoring responses significantly predict vacation enjoyment when controlling for the effects of Rapid Talking or Rapid Eating (Hypothesis 3). Given evidence for the above linkages, we also tested the statistical significance of the hypothesized indirect effects of Type A behavior on vacation enjoyment via savoring responses (Hypothesis 4). Finally, we examined whether Temporal Awareness moderated the relation between Type A behaviors and vacation enjoyment (Hypothesis 5).
3.1 Hypothesis 1: Speed/Impatience as a negative predictor of vacation enjoyment

Two separate, multiple regression analyses were conducted to test whether Type A behavior predicted less vacation enjoyment (Hypothesis 1)—first using the SJAS total score, and then using the three SJAS subscales (Hard-driving Competitiveness, Rapid Talking, Rapid Eating) together, to predict vacation enjoyment. Type A total score was only a marginally significant predictor of vacation enjoyment, $F(1,762) = 3.55, p = .06, R^2 < .01$, with higher levels of Type A behavior associated with less vacation enjoyment, $\beta = -.07, p = .06$.

When entering all three SJAS subscales simultaneously into a multiple regression as predictors of vacation enjoyment, the set of three predictors explained a small but significant proportion of variance in vacation enjoyment, $F(3,760) = 3.60, p < .013, R^2 = .01$. Confirming predictions about the impact of time urgency, only Rapid Talking showed a significant negative relationship with enjoyment when all three SJAS subscales were entered simultaneously (see Table 1). Thus, speed and impatience in social situations (Rapid Talking) was uniquely related to less vacation enjoyment, whereas eating fast and being hard-driving and competitive were not.

Table 1: Results of multiple regression analyses using Hard-driving Competitiveness, Rapid Eating, and Rapid Talking Subscales of the SJAS as simultaneous predictors of vacation enjoyment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor (SJAS Subscales)</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SEb</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>$p &lt;$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard-driving Competitiveness</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Eating</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Talking</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dependent variable = Vacation Enjoyment.

3.2 Hypothesis 2: Rapid Talking as a predictor of savoring responses

Because the only significant link between Type A behavior and vacation enjoyment was for the SJAS subscale of Rapid Talking, we conducted further tests for mediation only for the Rapid Talking subscale. Specifically, we used the Rapid Talking subscale to predict each of the 10 Ways of Savoring subscales as potential mediators.

Supporting Hypothesis 2, Rapid Talking significantly predicted three of the WOSC savoring subscales (see Table 2 below). Specifically, higher Rapid Talking scores predicted less Memory Building, $F(1,762) = 4.05, p < .044, R^2 = .01$, less Counting Blessings, $F(1,762) = 2.50, p < .008, R^2 = .01$, and more Kill-joy Thinking, $F(1,762) = 16.42, p < .0001, R^2 = .02$. These three savoring subscales are thus potential mediators of the negative impact of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment.

3.3 Hypothesis 3: Savoring Responses as predictors of vacation enjoyment

We examined whether Memory Building, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking were significant predictors of vacation enjoyment, when controlling for the effects of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment. First, we conducted three separate regression analyses with vacation enjoyment as the dependent variable, and one of the savoring responses (i.e., Memory-Building, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking) and Rapid Talking entered into the model.
as simultaneous predictors (see Table 3 below). Together, Memory Building and Rapid Talking explained a significant amount of variance in vacation enjoyment, $F (2,761) = 110.39$, $p < .0001$, $R^2 = .23$. After controlling for Rapid Talking, higher Memory Building predicted greater vacation enjoyment. Counting Blessings and Rapid Talking also explained a significant amount of variance in vacation enjoyment, $F (2,761) = 126.47$, $p < .0001$, $R^2 = .25$. After controlling for Rapid Talking, Counting Blessings predicted greater vacation enjoyment. Finally, Kill-joy Thinking and Rapid Talking also explained a significant amount of variance in vacation enjoyment, $F (2,761) = 64.24$, $p < .0001$, $R^2 = .15$. After controlling for Rapid Talking, higher Kill-joy Thinking scores predicted less vacation enjoyment.

Table 2: Results of individual regression analyses using rapid talking to predict savoring responses as measured by scores on the 10 Savoring Subscales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable (Savoring Subscales)</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$SE_b$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p &lt;$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharing with Others: seeking out people with whom to share an experience or telling others how much you value the moment (6 items; $\alpha = .83$)</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Building: actively storing positive memories for later recall or thinking of reminiscing later about a positive event (7 items; $\alpha = .84$)</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-congratulation: telling yourself how proud you are or how impressed others must be (7 items; $\alpha = .82$)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Awareness: reminding yourself how transient and fleeting the moment is (5 items; $\alpha = .78$)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Expression: laughing, jumping up and down, or making verbal sounds of appreciation (6 items; $\alpha = .73$)</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory-perceptual Sharpening: focusing on certain situational stimuli and blocking out others (4 items; $\alpha = .68$)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption: trying not to think, but to relax and exist only in the present (4 items; $\alpha = .72$)</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing: contrasting your own feelings with what others seem to be feeling, or comparing the present situation with similar times in the past or personal expectations (7 items; $\alpha = .66$)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting Blessings: reminding yourself of your good fortune, or thinking about how lucky you are (3 items; $\alpha = .68$)</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill-joy Thinking: reminding yourself of other things you should be doing, or thinking of ways in which the positive event could have been better (7 items; $\alpha = .80$)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Predictor = Rapid Talking subscale of the SJAS.
Table 3: Results of multiple regression analyses testing Individual Savoring Subscales as Mediators of the Relationship between Rapid Talking and Vacation Enjoyment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE_b</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing Memory Building as Mediator:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Building</td>
<td>.047</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>14.42</td>
<td>.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Talking</td>
<td>-.015</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.08</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing Counting Blessings as Mediator:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counting Blessings</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Talking</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.07</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing Kill-joy Thinking as Mediator:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill-joy Thinking</td>
<td>-.40</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>-.37</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Talking</td>
<td>-.12</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dependent variable = Vacation Enjoyment

Thus, all three of the Ways of Savoring subscales—Memory Building, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking—were significant predictors of vacation enjoyment when controlling for the effects of the Rapid Talking subscale on vacation enjoyment. Considering all of these results together then, we see that Memory Building, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking each mediated the effects of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment.

Entering all three mediators—Memory Building, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking—along with Rapid Talking, as simultaneous predictors of vacation enjoyment, we found that all three savoring subscales remained statistically significant predictors of enjoyment, F (4,759) = 129.13, p < .001, R² = .41: Memory-Building (β = .29, p < .001); Counting Blessings (β = .29, p < .001); and Kill-joy Thinking (β = -.33, p < .001). Further supporting the mediating effects of savoring, the direct effect of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment was no longer statistically significant in the regression model (β = -.02, p = .54). Figure 1 (below) displays the standardized regression coefficients in this mediational model.

3.4 Hypothesis 4: Indirect effects of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment

To test Hypothesis 4 systematically, we conducted bootstrap analyses of indirect effects (with 5,000 resamples), adjusting for both bias and skewness in bootstrap distributions (Mallinckrodt, Abraham, Wei, & Russell, 2006) while examining multiple mediators simultaneously (Preacher & Hayes, 2008), to estimate the bootstrap standard error (BSE) and 95% bootstrap confidence interval (BCI) for each relevant indirect effect. We used SPSS 16 to implement Preacher and Hayes’ (2008) bootstrap macro program for testing multiple mediators. Results revealed that the indirect effect of Rapid Talking Type A behavior on vacation enjoyment was statistically significant for all three savoring mediators in this regression model: (a) Memory Building, b = -.18, BSE = .05, 95% BCI = -.09 – -.01; (b) Counting Blessings, b = -.05, BSE = .02, 95% BCI = -.10 – -.02; and (c) Kill-joy Thinking, b = -.09, BSE = .02, 95% BCI = -.15 – -.04. Decomposing the total effect, we found that Memory Building explained 18.4%, Counting Blessings explained 32.4%, and Kill-joy Thinking explained 42.3% of the total effect of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment. Thus, together the three savoring responses accounted for 84.7% of the effect of
Rapid Talking Type A behavior on vacation enjoyment. Specifically, the dampening response of Kill-joy Thinking explained half of the indirect effect of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment, and the amplifying savoring responses of Memory Building and Counting Blessings explained the other half. In sum, our analyses strongly support the conclusion that savoring responses mediate the negative relationship between Rapid Talking and vacation enjoyment.

**Figure 1: Path model of the mediating effects of savoring responses on the relationship between Rapid Talking Type A behavior and vacation enjoyment.**

![Path model diagram]

Note: Path coefficients in the diagram represent standardized regression coefficients ($N = 764$). The proportion of variance explained in each dependent variable was as follows: Memory Building ($R^2 = .01$); Counting Blessings ($R^2 = .01$); Kill-joy Thinking ($R^2 = .02$); Vacation Enjoyment ($R^2 = .41$). *$p < .05$. **$p < .01$. ***$p < .001$.

Close inspection of the items constituting the 7-item Kill-joy Thinking subscale reveals two distinct types of negative savoring responses. Two Kill-joy items reflect thoughts about other things that one should be doing (“I reminded myself of other places I should be or of other things I should be doing instead”; “I thought about other things that were hanging over me, problems and worries that I still had to face”; $r = .48$, $p < .0001$); and two Kill-joy items reflect thoughts about ways in which one’s ongoing experience could be better (“I thought about ways in which it could have been better”; “I told myself how it wasn’t as good as I’d hoped for”; $r = .48$, $p < .0001$). Compared to Type Bs, Type As’ greater time urgency might lead them to think more about unfinished projects looming over them during positive experiences (Friedman & Ulmer, 1984); whereas Type As’ greater perfectionism might lead them more to search for and notice aspects of positive events that are less than ideal.

To examine in greater detail these two separate facets of Kill-joy Thinking, we constructed mean scores for each pair of items and then estimated and compared the indirect effect for each of these 2-item subscales as mediators of the relationship between Rapid Talking and dampened vacation enjoyment. Whereas Rapid Talking had a significant indirect effect through Thoughts about Shortcomings of Current Experience, $b = -.10$, $BSE = .03$, 95% BCI = -.17 – -.04, the indirect effect of Rapid Talking through Thoughts about Other Things One Should be Doing was not significant, $b = -.02$, $BSE = .01$, 95% BCI = -.05 – .001; and comparing these two indirect effects, the former was stronger than the latter, $Z = 2.96$, $p = .003$. These findings...
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suggest that impatience dampens vacation enjoyment among Type As by predisposing them to find faults in positive experiences more than by predisposing them to think of other things they should be doing. Extending evidence that impatience among Type As is associated with their greater perfectionism relative to Type Bs (Flett et al., 1994), our results support the notion that Type As' greater Kill-joy Thinking during vacations reflects impatience resulting from perfectionism rather than from time urgency. Assuming people are less likely to memorialize or count as blessings outcomes they see as less positive, greater perfectionistic impatience might also explain Type As' lower levels of Memory Building and Counting Blessings, relative to Type Bs.

3.5 Hypothesis 5: Temporal Awareness as a moderator of the impact of type A behavior on vacation enjoyment

It is noteworthy that a heightened awareness of the passage of time, as reflected in the savoring response of Temporal Awareness, predicted higher levels of vacation enjoyment ($r = .33, p < .0001$), but showed no significant relationship with Rapid Talking, $r = .03, p < .39$, and did not mediate the relationship between Rapid Eating and enjoyment. Supplemental regression analyses testing for a Rapid Talking x Temporal Awareness interaction following Aiken and West's (1991) procedures indicated that Temporal Awareness moderated the relationship between Rapid Talking and enjoyment, $b = 0.093, SE = .043, \beta = .07, p = .03$. Probing this interaction, we found that lower levels of Temporal Awareness predicted a greater rate of decrease in vacation enjoyment as a function of Rapid Talking (see Figure 2 below). Analysis of simple slopes revealed that when level of temporal awareness was 1 SD below the mean, more Rapid Talking behavior predicted less enjoyment, $b = -0.37, SE = 0.09, p = .026$; whereas when temporal awareness was 1 SD above the mean, Rapid Talking behavior was unrelated to enjoyment, $b = -0.10, SE = 0.09, p = .32$. Analysis of regions of statistical significance revealed that when level of temporal awareness was more than 0.33 SD above the mean, A-B differences in vacation enjoyment were no longer significant. These results suggest that increased awareness of the passage of time reduces the negative impact of Rapid Talking on vacation enjoyment.

4. Discussion

The present study contributes to our understanding of the link between Type A behavior and subjective life quality in several ways. First, confirming predictions that savoring would mediate the negative relationship between Type A behavior and enjoyment, we found that Rapid Talking predicted less Memory Building, less Counting Blessings, and more Kill-joy Thinking during participants' most recent vacation; and each of these savoring responses in turn predicted vacation enjoyment. In other words, Rapid Talking predicted three types of savoring responses associated with reduced vacation enjoyment — less Memory Building, less Counting Blessings, and greater Kill-joy Thinking — which together explained 85% of the negative impact of Type A behavior (in the specific form of Rapid Talking) on vacation enjoyment.

These findings replicate and extend past work linking Type A behavior to less enjoyment of vacations (e.g., Frankenhaeuser et al., 1980; Friedman & Ulmer, 1984; Kirkcaldy et al., 1993). However, in the present study, only the Rapid Talking subscale of the SJAS significantly predicted vacation enjoyment. This result underscores the importance of adopting a multidimensional perspective in studying Type A behavior (Bryant & Yarnold, 1989, 1995). Our findings are consistent with earlier research demonstrating that Type A behaviors of
impatience-irritability, but not achievement striving, predict marital dissatisfaction (Barling, Bluen, & Moss, 1990). The fact that the SJAS Rapid Talking subscale, but not the Rapid Eating or Hard-driving Competitiveness subscales, predicts savoring responses linked to less vacation enjoyment suggests social impatience rather than irritability per se underlies reduced enjoyment.

**Figure 2.** Scores on the Temporal Awareness savoring subscale as a moderator of the relationship between Type A Rapid Talking behavior and vacation enjoyment ($N = 764$).

Note: Simple slopes are plotted for values of low temporal awareness that are 1 SD below the mean and for values of high temporal awareness that are 1 SD above the mean. Analysis of simple slopes revealed that when temporal awareness was low, more Rapid Talking behavior predicted less enjoyment, $b = -0.37$, $SE = 0.09$, $p = .026$; whereas when temporal awareness was high, Rapid Talking behavior was unrelated to enjoyment, $b = -0.10$, $SE = 0.09$, $p = .32$.

With respect to savoring, this study also replicates and extends previous evidence that Type As are less likely to take the time to store memories and to reminisce about previous positive experiences (Bryant et al., 1991; Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). Creating and storing memories are essential aspects of savoring by Memory Building and Counting Blessings. Type As appear to be more focused than Type Bs on moving ahead, and this time urgency seems to keep them from taking time to stop and appreciate positive experiences during their vacation.

Our results also shed light on the ways in which Type A behavior actively dampens the enjoyment of positive leisure experiences. Type As’ greater time urgency not only predicts less memory building and counting of blessings, but also predicts higher levels of kill-joy thinking—a savoring response strongly linked to diminished appreciation (Bryant & Veroff, 2007; Quoidbach, Berry, Hansenne, & Mikolajczak, 2010). Our analyses indicate that Type A impatience is more strongly predictive of kill-joy thoughts about the suboptimal qualities of vacation experiences, as opposed to kill-joy thoughts about other things one should be doing. Thus, the detrimental impact of Type A impatience on enjoyment seems more closely related to perfectionism than to time urgency per se (Flett et al., 1994).
Our data also demonstrate that the savoring response of temporal awareness moderates the detrimental impact of Type A impatience on vacation enjoyment. Although impatience was unrelated to temporal awareness, thinking about how fast time was passing and how soon one’s vacation would be over weakened the negative relationship between Type A impatience and enjoyment. Given evidence that Type As find leisurely relaxation stressful (Frankenhaeuser et al., 1980; Friedman & Ulmer, 1984), reminding oneself of the fleetingness of time may well help impatient Type As cope with the tension experienced while being away from work during vacations, thereby making this “down time” less unpleasant. In other words, temporal awareness may be a savoring strategy for Type Bs, but a coping strategy for Type As.

The present findings have direct implications for increasing Type As’ vacation enjoyment. Because perfectionism appears to underlie Type As’ tendency to find faults with their vacations, these maladaptive savoring responses might be preempted by interventions designed to reduce perfectionism in Type As (e.g., Friedman & Ulmer, 1984). Moreover, Type As could be trained to avoid dampening responses and to take time to “stop and smell the roses” by adopting more amplifying savoring responses, such as memory building and counting blessings.

5. Strengths and limitations

This study has several limitations. Participants were not exposed to the same positive experience, but rather were instructed to focus on their most recent vacation; and Type As and Type Bs may choose to go on different types of vacations. For instance, Type As may prefer to follow a detailed itinerary jam-packed with different destinations and activities, whereas Type Bs may select more leisurely vacations. However, in the present sample, SJAS total score and Hard-driving Competitiveness, Rapid Eating, and Rapid Talking subscale scores were uncorrelated with participant reports of how long ago their vacation occurred, how long their vacation lasted, and the degree to which they were responsible for their vacation or to which their enjoyment depended on what they or others were doing, as assessed via the WOSC (Bryant & Veroff, 2007), $|r|s < .051$, $ps > .16$. Nevertheless, future work might hold constant the positive experience(s) investigated, to make comparisons more clearly interpretable.

We must also keep in mind that the present data are retrospective self-reports of savoring responses during one’s most recent vacation. Although there is evidence that retrospective ratings of emotion contain accurate information about momentary emotional experiences (Barrett, 1997), reports of emotional intensity show pronounced biases even after a short delay (Schwarz, 2007). Empirical evidence indicates that people are prone to recall vacations as having been more pleasant than they actually experienced them at the time the vacation was unfolding (Mitchell, Thompson, Peterson, & Cronk, 1997)—a phenomenon Mitchell and Thompson (1994) termed “rosy retrospection.” However, this retrospective distortion would produce an overall exaggeration of the level of enjoyment across all respondents and would not explain the patterns of mediation and moderation we have found. Additional research is necessary to assess whether Type As and Bs actually engage in different savoring responses in “real time” while going through vacations (see Bryant et al., 2011), as well as through other positive experiences. For example, Type As may be more motivated than Type Bs to savor achievement-oriented positive events, such as winning a contest or receiving performance recognition (Bryant et al., 1991).

Additional analyses were conducted to assess whether the present pattern of findings was specific to vacations or held for another type of positive experience as well. During the present data collection, a subset of participants ($n = 709$) also completed a second version of the WOSC
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(counterbalanced for order with the version assessing the recent vacation) that measured their responses to their most recent good grade on a test or paper. In contrast to results for the most recent vacation, a multiple regression analysis revealed than none of the three SJAS subscales were significant predictors of how much participants reported enjoying the good grade, $F(3,705) = 1.65, p < .18, R^2 = .007$: Hard-driving Competitiveness, $b = .02, SE = .09, \beta = .04, t = 1.10, p < .27$; Rapid Eating, $b = .10, SE = .06, \beta = .07, t = 1.81, p < .08$; and Rapid Talking, $b = -.04, SE = .06, \beta = -.03, t = 0.69, p < .49$. Nor did any of the mediating effects of savoring responses reach statistical significance. Thus, Type As and Type Bs did not differ in how much they reported enjoying their good grade, and savoring did not mediate the impact of Type A behavior on enjoyment of the good grade. Although these supplementary results do not conclusively settle the issue, they support the notion that the impact of Type A behavior on savoring and enjoyment is specific to vacations and does not apply to all positive experiences in general.

A further limitation is that we used only two items to assess rapid talking as an indicator of impatience in social settings. Future research should employ a more extensive, multi-item measure of impatience, such as the Type A Time Urgency scale developed by Wright, McCurdy, and Rogoll (1992), in predicting Type As’ and Bs’ responses to positive experiences. Future work might also include direct measures of perfectionism (e.g., Hewitt & Flett, 1991), in order to distinguish high personal standards, particularly in social contexts, from the need for speed per se as a determinant of impatience. Yet, despite these limitations, the present study provides evidence that Type A behavior has important implications for the ways in which people savor positive events.

An additional limitation of this study is its cross-sectional design, which may bias the mediation analyses (Maxwell & Cole, 2007; Maxwell, Cole, & Mitchell, 2011). Given that a vacation, like all leisure experiences, is a process that unfolds over time, we can speculate that Type A behavior would occur throughout the vacation—during the initial stages as participants prepared for and anticipated their vacation, while they traveled to the location(s) of their vacation, and as they returned home from their vacation. Likewise, we would expect participants to engage in different forms of savoring while they anticipate, enjoy the moment, and reminisce about their vacation experiences. Moreover, we would expect there to be multiple circumstances that would elicit Type A behavior and accompanying savoring responses throughout the vacation. However, we have not assessed mediation in the future-, present-, and past-focused phases of the vacation; nor have we assessed mediation across these multiple episodes during the vacation. In order to capture better the temporal unfolding of these dynamic transactional processes, it would be better to assess cognitive, behavioral, and emotional responses longitudinally across the course of the vacation rather than just retrospectively at the end (see Madrigal, 2003; Maxwell, Cole, & Mitchell, 2011; Stewart & Hull, 1992). Moreover, real-time assessments of ongoing experience would be strongly preferable to retrospective reflections (Hultsman, 1998; Lee, Dattilo, & Howard, 1994; Stewart, 1998). Although data suggest that overall leisure satisfaction is relatively stable after three months, post hoc ratings and real-time assessments are distinct constructs that provide different perspectives on subjective experience (Stewart & Hull, 1992).

Along these lines, recent research using longitudinal experience-sampling methods with daily diary data reveals that daily positive events predict greater momentary savoring, which in turn predicts greater daily happiness (Jose, Lim, & Bryant, 2012). Over the course of a vacation, we would expect this momentary mediation to amplify overall enjoyment of the experience as a whole. Jose et al.’s (2012) data support the validity of the conclusions we have drawn in the present study regarding the role of savoring as a mediator of vacation enjoyment.
Our use of a single-item measure of enjoyment also limits our study. By requiring respondents to make an overall assessment of how much they enjoyed their most recent vacation as a whole, our global single-item measure of vacation enjoyment collapses across temporal domains and does not allow a fine-grained analysis of enjoyment in each phase of the unfolding vacation process. Future researchers might use multiple measures of enjoyment that focus on each of the different temporal phases of the vacation process (i.e., anticipation, savoring the moment, reminiscing), in order to enhance the reliability and content validity of the measurement of enjoyment. We would expect time urgency to produce savoring deficits in relation to all temporal phases of vacationing, as Type As rush to reach their vacation destination, fail to take time to savor the on-site activities, and hurry back to work afterwards without looking back.

Finally, we note that the size of our mediational effects is small. Together, the three Type A subscales explained only about 1% of the variance in vacation enjoyment; and, although Memory Building, Counting Blessings, and Kill-joy Thinking together explained more than 40% of the variance in vacation enjoyment, Rapid Talking Type A behavior explained only 1–2% of the variance in these three savoring responses. Thus, Type A social impatience reliably undermines vacation enjoyment, but to only a small degree. Nevertheless, frequent small decrements in positive affect may have a cumulative impact on wellbeing—indeed, “repeating minor but positive life events in the short-term... may be sufficient to increase well-being in the long-term” (Mochon, Norton, & Ariely, 2008, p. 635).
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